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In 1998, by studying the emission spectra from galaxies in the
outer reaches of the universe, two independent teams of
astronomers concluded that these distant galaxies have
actually accelerated-in contradiction with classical
expectations. They have attributed this unexpected behavior to
some mysterious unknown repulsive force, that they have
labeled dark energy. Introduced herein, for the first time, is a
classical face for this elusive dark energy-the mysterious
repulsive force that is causing stars, in the outer reaches of the
universe, to accelerate. Once dark energy is revealed, an
application of Newtons Law of Motion is used to first
demonstrate how this acceleration occurs. It is then used to
show that dark energy may also be responsible for other
unexplained astronomical phenomena like galactic Clusters,
Voids, Walls, and revolving stardark-body groups. Beyond this,
it is shown that dark energy can, as well, be responsible for
drag on stars and dark bodies, nebula vortex, and wild
starsdark-bodies. Small scale dark energy simulation, in a
plasma laboratory, is used to guide the evolution of the dark
energy theory and to demonstrate what happens when dark
energy begins...
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This ebook is definitely not e ortless to start on studying but extremely enjoyable to read through. It can be loaded
with knowledge and wisdom You will not feel monotony at whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogs are
for concerning should you request me).
-- V incenz o Collins-- V incenz o Collins

Extensive guideline for book fanatics. Sure, it is engage in, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am
effortlessly can get a delight of studying a composed pdf.
-- Rhea  Da r e-- Rhea  Da r e
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